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Registration Form
National Seminar
ON
“Recent Advancement in Drug Delivery Techniques and Drug Designing”
26th – 27th September 2014

(Please fill in Block letters only)

Name: .................................................................
Designation: ..............................................................
Qualification: ............................................................... 
Name of Institute: ....................................................... 
Address: .................................................................
Mobile No.: ..............................................................
E-mail: .................................................................
Payment Details ........................................................
Amount: .................................................................
Rupees in word: ........................................................

Signature
Applicant

Signature
Principal/Director

Address For Correspondence:
Mr. Nitin Dwivedi

School of Pharmacy & Research
People’s University Bhopal, 462037

MPCST Sponsored
Two Day
National Seminar
ON
“Recent Advancement in Drug Delivery Techniques and Drug Designing”

Organized By

School of Pharmacy & Research
People’s University
Bhanpur Road, Bhopal, (M.P) 462037

Tel. No. : 0755- 4005028
Mobile: +91 9981650130
Email: peoplesseminar@gmail.com
www.peoplesuniversity.edu.in

Photocopy of Registration form can be used